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About This Game

Welcome to the Mystical Island of Kaikala, home to the Makoa tribe, and Kirm, a mute boy who has been chosen by the Stars
to become a legend among his peers. But first, Kirm must succeed in a rite of passage to leave his childhood behind that will be

neither ordinary nor easy. It will take all of Kirm's cleverness and bravery—along with a little help from his Power Meerkat,
Mirk, and his Guiding Star, Hoku—to complete his task and master the three paths of Wisdom, Courage, and Spirit.

In this 3-D point & click adventure, explore the vibrant magical island of Kaikala as Kirm undergoes the challenge of his life.
Clever traps and puzzles await in dangerous jungles, caves, a volcano, a mysterious temple, and even an alternate reality! Master

the unique mechanics and obstacles of each path in any order you choose, meet supernatural entities, team up with Mirk, and
endure the endless bad jokes of Hoku as you reach one of six possible endings in this Rite from the Stars.

Features:

An adventure filled with unique challenges, from solving riddles to manipulating ancient machinery to tag-team coconut
dodgeball and more!

Explore the island of Kaikala, from exotic jungles to the mysterious Temple of Yesterday

Complete the three paths of Wisdom, Courage, and Spirit in any order

Bond with your playable Power Meerkat companion, Mirk, and your guiding star, Hoku
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Voiced in the unique Makoan language, created for the game, with English, French, Italian, German, and Spanish
subtitles

More than two hours of original Makoan music featuring the Organum Chorus

Six different possible endings depending on player choices
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Risin' Goat
Publisher:
Phoenix Online Publishing
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2018
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DLC to satisfy COD kiddies of their infantile urges to "pwn newbs". Doesn't even add weapons, and the Spec Ops are nothing
special. For contemporary games to charge this much for what are essentially map packs which add NOTHING to the gameplay
is an indication of where the current video and computer game industry is headed.. Prefer Dante more than Vergil. This is the
videogame equivalent of chinese bootleg toys.. A balls to the wall fast paced murder blur.. At the very least it adds some BGM
muisc to your project. The default engine has very little.
. Trippy, fun and mad game for a good price.
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Suck a rewardimg quality experience. Pretty Good pack, in all you basically get 2 kits with about 4 variations. They look cool
and they are well worth the low price!. I'm only recommending this because - a) if you're here, you probably played the first one
which ended on a kind of cliffhanger and the resolution of that scene is some truly awesome 4th wall breaking shenanigans that
you will definitely enjoy - and b) there's no "neutral" option and despite my saltiness about the story, it's a well made VN.

Somewhere deep down I probably wish I never touched this series, it's painfully slow (so much useless banter), characters get
constantly sidetracked (you know you're making something 4-6h long, do you really have to tackle all the social issues
everywhere), nothing major is ever resolved (fm2 ends very abruptly) and the dev team will probably cease to exist before it's
ever finished (gotta check back in 2030 or so).

I'll still buy the next one, but if someone ever asks me for a VN recommendation, this series will never be it.. This is more of an
interactive movie than a video game but I would say it's worth experiencing. If you're into old FMV\/Point and click games and
enjoy horror, give it a shot.. i already have resource pack, but i need more and it says i can have multiple purchases but i cannot
add another one...
any help ?
. Fun game, but there is no one ever online. The game is just a waste if you cant play with others. How the heck do I access this?
Please reply as soon as someone reads this.
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